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LEE HARVEY OSWALD  
IS-R - CUBA  

Re airtel from the Director to SAC, Albany, dated 4/15/64.

Detroit has previously advised the Bureau of contact with all Security Informants and Potential Security Informants in report of SA LAWRENCE M. COOPER, JR., dated 5/12/63, captioned as above.

The Security Informants and PSIs who were contacted are as follows:

DE 223-S
DE 600-S
DE 251-S
DE 631-S
DE 800-PSI
DE 917-PSI
DE 849-S
DE 347-S
DE 748-S
DE 778-S
DE 683-S
DE 550-S

3 - Bureau (RM)
3 - Detroit
(1 - 44-563)
(1 - 62-3550)